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Rumors about what the next-generation Surface Book might look like, the Surface Book 3 has been growing in anticipation for months. Surface line fans are looking forward to microsoft perfecting the elegant Surface Book 2 winning formula while continuing the legacy of the original Surface Book. Microsoft has finally unveiled the new Surface Book 3 -
alongside the Surface Go 2 - billing it as the most powerful laptop it has ever made. Now that the next-generation Surface Book is on its way, its specs and prices have officially been revealed, debunking past leaks like rumors about prices for both 13-inch and 15-inch models, while endorsing others as speculation that we could be looking at the content-
creating powerhouse with its discrete Nvidia GPU and Ice Lake processors. Touting GeForce GTX 1650 with Max-Q (for 13-inch model) and GTX 1660 Ti Max-Q or Quadro RTX 3000 Max-Q (for 15-inch) graphics as well as Core i5-1035G7 or Core i7-1065G7 processors, The Surface Book 3 should offer up to 50% more performance and up to an alleged
17.5 hour battery life. Unfortunately, there is no thunderbolt 3 port we have hoped for, but it has Wi-Fi 6 connectivity. With all the information that's going on, we thought we'd collect everything we had in the next-generation Surface Book. If the company takes what made the Surface Book line a great series and relies on it, then the Surface Book 3 might be the
best laptop yet to come out of Microsoft. A massive leak shows the Surface Pro 7 and Surface Laptop 3 before launchCut to chase What is it? Would-be a third Surface Book 2-in-1 laptopWhy is it over? June 5, 2020 What does it cost? Probably as much as - if not more than - the current model We still hope that Microsoft will unveil the Surface Book 3.
(Image credit: Microsoft) With Microsoft recently revealing Surface Book 3 details, we finally have a release date of June 5. This confirms our earlier prediction that 2020 will definitely be the year of the next Surface Book edition. The Surface Book 2 was launched at the end of 2017, so it's been under the belt for a few years. But 2019 came and went without
as much as a peep from the line. At the end of 2019, three new Surface devices - the Surface Pro 7, Surface Pro X and Surface Laptop 3 - were released, but there were no signs in the next generation Surface Book. Also consider the fact that Microsoft has recently provided a 13.5-inch Surface Book 2 quad-core processor, 2019 would have been too early
for the new model anyway. Fingers crossed that would-be Surface Book 3 sticks well in the same price range as its predecessor. (Image credit: Microsoft) Surface Book 3 price We now also know how much Book 3 models return consumers. The Surface Book 3 13-inch starts at $1,599 (£1,599, AU$2,649), while the larger Surface Book 3 15-inch starts at
$2,299 (£2,199, AU$3,699). This debunks past leaks that put on a 13-inch at €1,617 (about $1,760 or £1,410) and a 15-inch €2,234 (about $2,430 or £1,950), which is great news. Another good news is that the 15-inch seems to have dropped the price, making it cheaper than his Surface Book 2 colleague, which started at $2,499 (£2,349, AU$3,649). At least
for this source configuration. For 13-inch fans, the new 13-inch model now starts with a higher price tag, with a $100 rise over the Surface Book 2 at $1,499 (£1,499, about AU$2,600) starting price. Of course, it's also just a base model. Looking at Microsoft's pricing, the 13-inch next two configuration boasts the same prices, but double the RAM over your
Surface Book 2 counterparts. What's more, the highest 13-inch configuration not only has twice as much memory, but it's $300 cheaper than the previous model at $2,699 (about £2,180, AU$4,225). An image from the patent shows what the writing surface might look like on the Surface Book 3 (Image credit: Microsoft) Surface Book 3 designA new patent has
been discovered, suggesting surface book 3 could come up with a radical new design, but unfortunately the Surface Book 3 looks a lot like surface book 2. This is hardly a surprise, given that Microsoft's recent Surface devices have played it quite safe when it comes to design. From a quick look at specs, it seems the Surface Book 3 inherits the same
PixelSense screen as its 13-inch and 15-inch models, as well as the same type of ports of great frustration for those who are pushing the Thunderbolt 3 port. Unfortunately, the next generation Surface Book doesn't seem to be the transformation we were hoping for, with Microsoft focusing this time on internal improvements. Microsoft needs to make better
use of this space if it's a 15-inch Surface Book. (Image credit: Microsoft) From what we want to see in the Surface Book 3Me now know what the Surface Book 3 brings to the table when it rolls out in June – namely, a massive improvement in internal components and battery life. Unfortunately, we don't see any major updates on its screen and features. These
were features we hoped to see on Surface Book 3, based on speculation, leaks and rumors. The most powerful surface book was the most powerful and sophisticated laptop microsoft had designed to this point, so we appreciate seeing up-to-date components everywhere. Now that Intel is shipping its Ice Lake processors and we're going to start seeing them
on laptops before the end of the year – not to mention, Nvidia has rolled out its Super Graphics this summer – Surface Book 3 could hypothetically be one of the most powerful devices to hit the streets. In fact, thanks to @_rogame, we have seen configurations of both Ice Lake and unnamed (possible Tiger Lake) chips. However, the configurations do not
seem to come with the Nvidia GTX 1650 Max Q and 1660 Ti Max Q so we will see if it can handle 4K gaming. The latest leak from tipter Roland Quandt, however, shows surface book 3 taking Intel's 10th generation Comet Lake processors, 13-inch model and 15-inch variants set to pack Core i5-10210U and Core i7-10510U processors, respectively. The
leak also shows that it offers GeForce GTX 1650 Max-Q and GTX 1660 Ti Max-Q graphics. If that's right, we can see the next generation surface book spotty and targeted content creators. Use extra space to fit the Surface Book 3 with either an extended keyboard with a number pad, or with top-shooting speakers with deep bass chambers. The thing is,
Microsoft needs to make better use of the space if it's equipped with a 15-inch Surface Book chassis. Right now, it's just a wasted space waiting to be wake-up. Thunderbolt 3, please surface connector in Surface Book 2 is undoubtedly versatile. However, it is time for Microsoft to include Thunderbolt 3 via USB-C. Thunderbolt 3 offers faster file transfers and
also works as a single socket for all the monitors and other peripherals you want to connect to. If the Surface Book 3 actually starts competing for the best of it, especially in 2019 or 2020, it needs to jump aboard its growing standard. The good news is it looks like it might actually happen. Microsoft has patented a magnetusb-C interface that would function
like an existing magnetic Surface charger. Whether it actually supports Thunderbolt 3 remains to be seen, but we do not see why it should not. Better Power Management One of the biggest flaws in the Surface Book 2 15-inch is that it can't play games without draining the battery on top by pulling free out its Surface Connector. Microsoft told us that this was
because the device is designed specifically for ads, not games. But it's the same company that gave it a built-in Xbox controller receiver, so the apology seems to be a total cop out. Regardless of who the next iteration is done, it should come with improved power management so as not to water your battery reserves with extra juice. The 4K screen would be
nice with the Surface Book 2 display available at 3240 x 2160 (260 ppi) at a 3:2 aspect ratio of its 15-inch model. It's an amazing display, to be honest. While it's close to hitting that 4K sign, the true 4K property is becoming standard and the digital creators for whom the Surface Book is created want a screen that the sharpness at which they produce the
content. All accessories, including what it charges for its current price and charges for its future - Microsoft should add all the essential accessories to the box. Yes, it includes an innovative Surface Dial with a Surface Pen, in this case. It's fair only for what is essentially a luxury item. The black color option for the Surface Book 2 is already an extraordinarily
heady device, but now that Microsoft has unveiled the Surface Pro 6 and Surface Laptop 2, we'd love to see the next premium 2-in-1 against the black color option as well. Imagine the Surface Book 3, which may not only give the MacBook Pro 2018 a run for its money, but one that has a striking color choice than Space Gray's last Apple flagship. These are
the best laptops we've tested in the world over Power is coming back. The COVID-19 pandemic continues to have a long-term impact on our daily lives, but the entertainment world has slowly come off its slowly. There were a few things that people expected at the top of 2020, and for some fans, one of them had Power back on TV screens. 50 Cent and
showrunner/creator Courtney Kemp promised that there will come a time when the franchise will be on TV all year round, and it seems that things are about to kick off spinoffs. Michael Rainey Jr. Power | Jamie McCarthy/Getty Images Starz Entertainment LLC Power stopped production in March as two of the four Power spinoffs were actively in full swing
when COVID-19 lockdowns hit Hollywood. Power Book II: Ghost and Power Book III: Kanan suspended production on March 13 because both are set and filmed in New York. According to Deadline, a crew member was diagnosed with coronavirus and was treated at a hospital in the city. Although the state implemented quarantine restrictions in the same
month, those who came into contact with the crew member automatically went into self-isolation with caution. Deadline also noted that scripts for both spinoffs were already completed when the March lockdown took effect. RELATED: Power: These Original Characters in Power Book II: Ghost Starz announces Power Book II: Ghost release date If there was a
gift power fans were expecting, it was news for the next chapter of the series. Power Book II: Ghost is set to fall in September, according to starz's network's Instagram account. Word spread quickly on July 10 with 50 Cent, Kemp and all power social media channels sharing the announcement. In addition, the teaser is set to premiere on Sunday, July 12, and
Power fans are encouraged to stay tuned. Originally, Power Book II was due to be released in June, but things were pushed back for several months. Fans are ecstatic about the show, with Instagram reactions ranging from Can't Wait! To Go To The End! On Twitter, some viewers announced that they won't watch if Tommy doesn't have it, but others are
happy that the show is coming back. What is the Power sequel? The new installment focuses on Tariq St Patrick and after killing his father, Ghost. Naturi Naughton reprises her role as Tasha, and the series introduces Method Man and Mary J. Blige as two main features. Tariq, who promised his legacy only after graduating with a college degree of 3.5 GPA,
is enrolled in school. It's obvious she still has aspirations to be in the drug game, especially when her mother is in prison and the little sister in the world. Method Man plays a lawyer named Davis Maclean, who is involved in street life and has everything to gain. Blige steps into the queen's pin role as a street wise businesswoman named Monet with
personality traits that are similar to Ghost. Who's ready for this? Power Book III is scheduled to be monitored soon after, and is a prequel based on Kanan's early years. The story explores his life as a 14 or 15-year-old teen and that led to him becoming a hardened criminal seen by Power. Fans shouldn't expect to see Tommy or Ghost in either spinoff, but
surprises don't happen. RELATED: Power: Method Man Wu-Tang Joins Cast in Spinoff Series
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